
Your Rabbit Fence kit includes the
following items:
20x 55cm plastic posts.
300m of polycord.
1x Battery/Mains Powered Fence
Energiser.
1x 25m Energiser to Fence lead-out
cable.
10x Polycord Connectors
1x 5m Energiser to Ground lead.
1x Grounding rod.
1x Warning Sign.
4x Guy Pegs
1x Guy String

Setup Instructions

to order online visit

www.countrystoredirect.com
or call 01233 712948

For extra posts order part no. 14011G55.
For extra polycord order part no. P10G-100.

55 cm Green Plastic Posts Polycord.

Place the energiser
within 25m of the
fence.

Use top five conductor
supports.

Push ground rod into damp soil until
only 8cm is left above ground to allow
the earth lead to to be connected.

Energiser to
Fence lead

If a post needs to be supported at the end of
your fence or at a corner, use a non-conductive
guy string pegged to the ground.

Keep weeds and grass from
touching any of the fence
lines.

For instruction purposes posts are
shown closer together than is necessary.

In practice posts can be placed 2 or 3
metres apart.

1. Leave your energiser switched off until your fence is
erected.
2. Push the grounding rod into the ground until about 8cm
is left exposed.  Attach the earth lead to the earth rod and to the
ground terminal on the energiser.
3. Push the plastic posts into the ground 2 to 3 metres
apart,  closer if you have spare posts.  It is sometimes more
effective to lean the posts over in the direction of the pests at an
angle of about 60 degrees   At the ends and corners you may
need to use the guy strings and pegs supplied to help support the
posts.
4. Tie one end of the polycord to the lowest conductor
support at the first post, continue the polycord through the next
post’s conductor support and so on until you reach the other end
of the fence.  At the final post bring the polycord up to the next
appropriate support and then back along to the beginning again
using the connectors provided to join the polycord as required.
Repeat until you have five horizontal lines of polycord and finally
tie the end to the final support.  Before completing the top line
thread the polycord through the two holes in the warning sign so
that it hangs in a clearly visible position.
5. Connect the 25m double insulated lead out cable to the
fence terminal on the energiser and the other end to the fence
polycord using one of the connectors supplied.  Your fence is
now ready to switch on.
6.  If you are using the mains adaptor to power your
energiser then the ground and fence connection cables provided
enable you to site the energiser under cover up to 25m away.
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